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Did you know 

84% of people 

trust online 

reviews as much 

as a personal 

recommendation?

How to Ask Your Customers 

In Person for Online Reviews

Did you know that 84% of people trust online reviews as 

much as a personal recommendation? Reviews are the 

first thing customers look for when assessing whether 
or not they will want to work with your company. More 

importantly, reviews help you get ahead of the game 
when it comes to getting ahead of your competition and 
growing your business.

However, even business owners who know the value 
of reviews tend to struggle with one thing: they don’t 

know how to ask for reviews from their clientele. 

In this ebook, we’ve outlined a list of strategies you can 
use when asking your customers for reviews.

C H A P T E R  O N E
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Ask for the Review In Person

Yup, it’s that straightforward. The bottom line is that asking for reviews in person is 
the most effective way to get more reviews. Even so, many business owners don’t 
take the opportunity to ask their customer for reviews. Nobody likes awkwardly 
fishing for compliments or asking anyone to do them a favor in their own free 
time. However, it turns out that seven out of ten customers will leave a review 

when asked. As long as you are respectful of your customers’ honest opinion of 
your business, asking for a review shouldn’t cause an issue.

Ask Your Customers When They Are Happiest

Customers are usually happiest as soon as the service you provided is complete. 

As time passes, your customers will forget about your service and become less 
excited to leave a review. Make sure you make use of that grace period to ask for 
the review. Before requesting a review, be sure to check with your customers for 
feedback on their experiences. If they had a negative experience, follow up with 
them immediately to see if you can resolve the issue. Oftentimes, just following up 
with a customer can turn their initial negative experience into a positive review. 

Train Your Team to Ask for Reviews

Nowadays, it’s common to train employees to 
ask for reviews. From a customer’s perspective, 
it’s more personal if the person who provided 
the service is the one asking for the review than 
it is to receive an email or letter directly from the 

company.

Training your employees to ask for the reviews 
after a job is done is also a great way to track their 
performance. When customers post their reviews, 

you can associate the customer with the employee who provided the service to 

more effectively understand how they are doing. Better yet, you can encourage 
friendly competition among team members, and establish a reward system. Taking 
an organizational approach by establishing the practice of getting reviews within 
your team can foster better performance overall for your business.

The best way to 

get reviews for 

your business is 

to ask after the 

customer has made 

a purchase.
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The “Tip” Trick

The Tip Trick is a great way to incentivize reviews without suffering any legal 
repercussions. Whenever your employee finishes a job, the customer is given the 
option to “tip” the person who completed the job by writing the company a review. 
Each time a review is written for the business, the employee gets an extra $10 tip 
included in their paycheck directly from the company. 

This method is a great way to incentivize the employee to do a provide quality 
services while giving the customer a way to tip them for free. It’s a win-win 
situation!

Explain How Reviews Benefit The Community

Help your customers understand that leaving a review is an opportunity for them 
to spread the good word about your business to the community. Not only will 
your customer help inform you of their personal experience, they will also be 
communicating social proof to future client searching online for quality businesses 
like yours. With your customers’ feedback, you can improve your business to more 
effectively serve the rest of the community.

Final Thoughts

There are a variety of ways to ask your customers to review your business. The 
best thing you can do for yourself is to experiment until you find the right methods 
that suit you and your team.
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How to Get Reviews When 

You Can’t Ask In Person

How are you 

reaching out to 
your customers for 

feedback online?

Asking for reviews in person is the most effective way 
to get reviews, but some businesses get little-to-no face 
time with their customers. In these cases, asking for 
reviews in less direct ways may be your only option. 
We’ve come up with a list of great methods to request 
reviews when you can’t ask in person.

1. Request a Review through your Invoicing 
and Billing Process

If you regularly use invoices to charge your clients, 
consider each invoice as an opportunity to request 

feedback for your services. It’s as easy as adding a 
section in your invoice that reads: “How are we doing?” 

C H A P T E R  T W O
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Make sure to provide a link to your Google or Facebook review pages where your 
clients can easily write a review for your business.

2. Send a Postcard

Sending postcards is a great way to stay in touch with your customers and an 
excellent resource to tap into when asking for reviews. The next time you send out 
a postcard, create an opportunity to ask for feedback. Try using a QR code on the 
postcard that can send the recipient directly to your Google or Facebook page for 
them to write a review.

3. Send Requests Through Chat on Social Media

Facebook, Google, and Twitter all enable you to easily assist your customers 
through instant messaging. If your customers need help from a representative of 
your company, they can now easily reach out to you on any of those platforms to 

ask for assistance. Make that sure you can have someone available during working 
hours to address those inquiries.

Just as customers can reach out to you for help, you 

can reach out to them for feedback on your business. 
After their concerns have been addressed, you can 
ask for the review. Make sure to provide a link to your 

review platform of choice.

4. Ask your Newsletter Recipients

Many businesses set up customer mailing lists in order to announce a promotion 
or share company newsletter. In one of these emails, you can ask them for 

feedback.
 

5. Phone Call Review Requests

At the end of your customer service calls, your phone reps should ask for a review, 

especially when you have a satisfied customer. Each call can end with an ask like, 
“We hope you enjoyed your experience with our company. If you’d like to leave 
feedback, please leave a review!” Link your review pages to your website, and let 
your customers know they can find the pages there.
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Final Thoughts 

There are many ways to get in touch with your customers, even when you have 
little to no time with them in person. Try mix and matching these methods to see 
which approaches work for you.

1
Put a link in Your Email Signature

Create an email signature and include a link to review your 
business. Setting up an effective email signature is perfect when 
a customer receives a follow-up email after a sale or service has 
been completed.

Include a Reviews Page on Your Website

Adding a page on your website to showcase your reviews gives 
your visitors access to your customer testimonials, so that they 

can easily assess your business. Make sure to provide links to your 
business profiles from your reviews page as well.

B O N U S  T I P :

You can boost your website’s SEO if you consistently upload 
reviews onto your page by rule of adding fresh relevant content to 
your website. 

Associate your Review platforms with your Social Prescence

Ensure that your review platforms and social media are apparent 
on your web presence such as your website, email campaigns, and 
anything else representing your business, so that customers can 
easily identify your business and write you a review.

2

3

6. Make it Easy for Customers to Write a Review for You

Occasionally it’s not the ask that gets you the review. Instead, getting customers 
to write you a review is often a matter of accessibility. It’s important to make it as 
easy as possible for your customers to write a review on the platforms that make 
a difference for your company. Here are a few ways to make it as easy as possible 
for your customer to leave you a review:
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What to Avoid When Asking for 

Online Reviews

Do you know what 

you should avoid 

when asking for 
reviews?

As with anything valuable there are what we refer to 
as “blackhat tactics” to getting reviews on your online 
business listings. There is nothing wrong with trying to 
get more reviews, but employing any of the following 
strategies can land your business on a blacklist 
and kicked off of review sites like Google, Yelp, and 
Facebook. 

Meddling may even get you in trouble with the Federal 
Trade Commission if you breach their endorsement 

guidelines. For your safety, we’ve outlined the top worst 
ways to get online reviews for your business. 

C H A P T E R  T H R E E
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Do Not Offer Incentives For Online Reviews

Never offer anything but gratitude in exchange for reviews. Even offers such 
as loyalty programs need to stand on their own merits as incentives for your 
customers, and not as offers in exchange for positive reviews. As Google states 
in its endorsement policy: “Reviews are most valuable when they are honest and 
unbiased.”

The first time the FTC cracked down on misleading online reviews was in the 
case of AmeriFreight, a vehicle shipping company that offered a $50 discount in 
exchange for reviews. AmeriFreight’s settlement with the FTC was the very first 
example of what not to do when trying to get reviews from customers. 

Aside from a potentially permanent blemish on your business record, penalties 
issued by the Federal Trade Commission can add up to $16,000 per violation! 
Illegally incentivizing customers for online reviews is not something you want to 
risk.

Don’t Buy Reviews

Never buy fake reviews. Review sites like Google and Yelp have ways of detecting 
fraudulent behavior, when it comes to posting fake reviews on your business 
listings. Be weary - you can be penalized or even kicked off the site for this 
behavior! When these paid reviews are detected, it can actually hurt the business 
that purchased them. 

 

Google can identify any individual who leaves a review for your business. Google’s 
technology can pinpoint where the reviews are coming from. If your business 
reviews are from an area you don’t operate in, Google can flag your business 
listing for suspicious behavior. On top of that, Google uses algorithms to quickly 
detect paid reviews, which can automatically blacklist your business.

Yelp adopted a strict approach to any purchased reviews. When a transgression is 
detected, Yelp posts summaries on fraudulent business’ profiles to drive potential 
customers away from your business.
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Don’t Spam Customers For Reviews

Lastly, nothing will drive your customers away more effectively than spamming 
them with too many requests to review your business. As a general rule, ask no 
more than twice if they want to review your company, specifically once the service 
is completed or soon after.

Repeatedly asking customers for reviews will only make them more prone to 
leaving your business negative feedback. Being overly persistent can turn happy 
customers and turn into sour customers if you annoy them.

Final Thoughts

Online reviews are a great way to bring in new customers, establish brand loyalty, 
and encourage repeat business. While negative reviews are inevitable, creating 
a plan to consistently gain positive reviews will help you build a strong online 
reputation for your business. Let Broadly help you get started in getting more 
online reviews for you today!



Broadly specializes in online reviews & reputation 
management. We help boost your SEO, improve 

retention, and improve your website. 

Go to www.broadly.com to learn more.

L E A R N  M O R E

https://broadly.com/demo/

